Event Alert

Thursday, 13 January 2022
6-8pm MST-AZ

Indie Lens Pop-Up Film: Missing in Brooks County

Virtual

Indie Lens Pop-Up presents, Missing in Brooks County. Migrants go missing in rural Brooks County, Texas more than anywhere else in the U.S. For many families, community activist Eddie Canales is the last hope for finding loved ones.

RSVP

Event Alert

Monday, 17 January 2022
6-7:30pm MST-AZ

Vital Voices: Joy as a Radical Act

Virtual

Amid life’s myriad uncertainties and losses, where do we individually and collectively find and sustain joy? What is that joy, and how does joy move beyond “happiness”? What is there about joy that affords a peace beyond resignation?

Facilitated by Project Humanities Founding Director, Dr. Neal A. Lester, and Dr. Jacqueline Trimble, poet and Chair of the Department of English at Alabama State University, this session features Dr. Trimble’s poem, “The Language of Joy,” rendered as a short film by filmmaker Ouida Washington. Dr. Trimble’s poem encourages thoughtful discussions on joy, especially in the face of trauma and how joy contributes to mental wellbeing, particularly of Black women.

As a Vital Voices event, attendees are invited (but not required) to bring a piece to share—a poem, a passage, a song, a story, a photo, or other something—that connects you with Black joy in particular. Is joy racialized, gendered, classed, and aged?

RSVP

Event Alert

Monday, February 1
6-7:30pm MST-AZ

Aging and 2SLGBTQIA+

Virtual
Living in a society wherein anti-aging potions, surgeries, and strategies constitute a multi-billion dollar industry means that few value and welcome aging. Unsurprisingly, those who are “old” are discarded, disrespected, and perceived as less able and less worthy to contribute to the social good. In a society that mainstreams and rewards heteronormativity AND is rabid about anti-aging, the world can be even less welcoming to older folks who identify as 2SLGBTQIA+.

This event focuses on the coupling of 2SLGBTQIA+ marginalization and aging. This discussion is an opportunity to consider the ramifications and manifestations of these intersectional identities that leave individuals and groups socially, politically, and legally erased, neglected, and disenfranchised.

RSVP

Check out the Project Humanities Spring 2022 events calendar!

Project Humanities Receives ASU Catalyst Award

In December 2021, Project Humanities was awarded the Catalyst Award by the ASU Committee of Campus Inclusion for its ongoing work in diversity, equity and inclusion, more specifically, “for inspiring and igniting transformation and inclusion.” Learn more from this Ahwatukee Foothills News article.
Homeless Outreach Updates

Next Day of Service: Saturday, 29 January 2022
New Fall/Winter time: 7:30 am to 9:30 am

Make sure to join the Project Humanities Service Saturdays Facebook group for up-to-date information.

Join the Movement
Sign the Humanity 101 pledge

https://projecthumanities.asu.edu/